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ABSTRACT

Mobile Wireless Ad Hoc Networks (MANET) are non-centralized wireless networks that can be formulated without the need for any pre-existing infrastructure in which each node can act as a router. It must discover its local neighbours and through them it will communicate to nodes that are out of its transmission range. Various features like open medium, dynamic topology, lack of clear lines of defence, makes MANET vulnerable to security attacks. Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector routing (AODV) is one of the best and popular routing algorithms. AODV is severely affected by well-known black hole attack in which a malicious node injects a faked route reply message that it has a fresh route to destination. In this thesis, MANET performance against single black hole attack has compared with its performance against multiple black hole attacks by using Intrusion Detection System (IDSAODV) routing protocol (Dokurer, 2006). The result are analysed using NS-2.35, through various network parameter bases: total drop packets, end to end delay, packet delivery ratio and routing request overhead. The results indicate IDSAODV solution method which is presented for single black hole attack before, can be used effectively for decreasing total drop packets and improving packet delivery ratio against multiple black hole attacks, also. But, the method doesn’t have significant effect for improving end to end delay and routing request overhead.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction

Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks are independent and non-centralized wireless techniques. MANETs involve mobile nodes which are free in shifting in and out in the network. Nodes are the techniques or gadgets i.e. cell phone, laptop computer, individual electronic support, MP3 gamer and pc that are playing the network and are mobile. These nodes can work like host/router or both at the similar time. They can type irrelevant topologies based on their connection with each other in the network. These nodes have the capability to set up them and because of their self-settings capability, they can be implemented quickly out of need to any infrastructure (Ullah and Rehman, 2010).

Security in Mobile Ad-Hoc Network is the most serious issue for the primary performance of network. The accessibility to network services, privacy and reliability of the details can be carried out by guaranteeing which protection problems have been met (Ullah and Rehman, 2010). MANETs generally is affected from protection attacks for the sake of its functions like open medium, modifying its topology dynamically, deficiency of main monitoring and control, cooperative methods and no obvious protection procedure (Ullah and Rehman, 2010). These aspects have modified the fight area scenario for the MANETs versus the protection risks.
Routing protocols have created that determine how routers communicate with each other and how to select routes between any two nodes on a computer network. In general, routing methods is one of the complicated and exciting analysis places. Many routing methods have been designed for MANETS, i.e. AODV, OLSR, DSR etc. (Ullah and Rehman, 2010).

AODV is one of the well-known On-Demand Routing techniques (Das et al., 2003). Some scientists (Deng et al., 2002, Ramaswamy et al., 2003) investigated on this routing protocol and discussed the weaknesses in Ad hoc routing protocols and the attacks which can be installed. Recording to a research carried out by (Usha and Bose, 2012) AODV technique is most unprotected versus the black hole attacks.

1.2 Problem Background

MANET is so much well-known due to the point which these networks are powerful, facilities less and scalable. Despite the truth of reputation of MANET, these networks are so much revealed to attacks (Lu et al., 2009, Ullah and Rehman, 2010). Wi-Fi hyperlinks also create the MANET more vulnerable to attacks which create it simpler for the enemy to go within the network and capture accessibility the continuous interaction. Different types of attacks have been examined in MANET and their impact on the network. Attack such as greyish opening, where the enemy node acts maliciously for enough time until the packages are decreased and then change to their regular actions. MANETs routing methods are also being utilized by the assailants by means of surging attack, which is done by the enemy either by using RREQ or details surging (Ullah and Rehman, 2010).

In any network, the sender wants its details to be sent as soon as possible in a protected and quick way, many assailants promote themselves to have the quickest and great data transfer usage available for the transmitting similarly in wormhole attack, and the enemy captures themselves in powerful ideal place in the network.
They create the use of their place i.e. they have quickest direction between the nodes (Mahajan et al., 2008, Shanthi et al., 2009). One of the most coming up problems in MANET is the restricted power supply, assailants take a benefit of this defect and attempts to keep the nodes conscious until all its power is missing and the node go into long lasting rest. Many other attacks MANET for instance jellyfish attack, modification attack, misrouting attack and Routing Table Overflow have been analyzed and revealed (Ullah and Rehman, 2010).

In black hole attack, a harmful node uses its routing technique to be able to promote itself for having the quickest direction to the place node or to the bundle it wants to identify. Furthermore, this aggressive node promotes its accessibility to clean tracks regardless of verifying its routing table. In this way enemy node regularly will have the provision in responding to the direction demand and thus identify the details bundle and maintain it (Ullah and Rehman, 2010).

Researchers have suggested alternatives to recognize and remove black hole nodes (Deng et al., 2002, Ramaswamy et al., 2003). Deng et al. (2002) suggested a remedy for personal dark gaps. But they have not regarded the supportive black hole attacks. As stated in their method, details about the next hop to place should be involved in the RREP bundle when any advanced node responses for RREQ. Then the resource node delivers a further demand (FREQ) to next hop of responded node and requests about the responded node and direction to the place. By using this technique we can recognize standing of the responded node only if the next hop is reliable. However, this remedy cannot avoid supportive black hole attacks on MANETs. For instance, if the next hop cooperates with the responded node, as well, the response for the FREQ will be basically “yes” for both concerns. Then the resource will believe in on next hop and deliver details through the responded node which is a black hole node.

Ramaswamy et al. (2003) suggested a remedy to protecting versus supportive black hole attacks. Also, they claimed that no models or performance assessments
have been done. Therefore, this project focuses on assessment of the performance of the suggested plan in protecting versus the supportive black hole attack.

1.3 Problem Statement

Based on researches carried out by Sharma and Gupta (2009) shows that AODV greatly suffers from multiple black holes in terms of packet delivery ratio, drop packets, average end-to-end delay and route request overhead. Besides, the most common techniques used are inefficient in responding to multiple black hole attacks and just can prevent of single black hole attack (Lee et al., 2002, Deng et al., 2002, Sun et al., 2003). So little attention has been given examine and implementing existing methods for prevention of multiple black hole attacks. There is a need to analyze these methods on multiple black hole attacks. Therefore, this study will address the following questions:

i. How to detect single and multiple black hole attack?
ii. How to mitigate single black hole attack using the most efficient solution?
iii. How to mitigate multiple black hole attack using the methods in (ii)
iv. How to determine the efficiency of the solution used in black hole attack by comparing ids aodv with black hole aodv using the following metrics: packet delivery ratio, packet loss percentage, average end-to-end delay and route request overhead?

1.4 Purpose of Study

In this research, performance of one of the most efficient solutions for preventing single black hole attack in MANET using AODV routing protocol will be investigated in terms of packet delivery ratio, packet loss percentage, average end-to-end delay and route request overhead. Then will examine MANET performance
under multiple black hole attacks with proposed solution. At the end of this investigation, it will be highlighted if the solution which shows good performance in terms of high packet delivery ratio, low packet loss percentage, low average end-to-end delay and reduce route request overhead for single black hole attack can also be useful face with multiple black hole attacks.

1.5 Project Objectives

There are four objectives for this project. They are:

i. To investigate the existing solutions for preventing single black hole attack in MANET using AODV routing protocol.

ii. To determine one of the efficient existing solutions above using four metrics: packet delivery ratio, packet loss percentage, average end-to-end delay and route request overhead.

iii. To implement the existed solution (IDSAODV (Dokurer, 2006) which has presented for single black hole attack before), for multiple black hole attacks.

iv. To compare the effects of above solution on MANET performance with single black hole attack and multiple black hole attacks.

1.6 Scope of Study

The scopes of this research are as follow:

i. The project will study the effects of multiple black hole attacks in MANET using (AODV Ad-Hoc on Demand Distance Vector) routing protocol.
ii. Analysis of solutions for preventing single black hole attack is taken into account.

iii. The impact of solutions for preventing multiple black hole attacks on the performance of MANET is evaluated, finding out if solutions for single black hole attack are also useful for multiple black hole attacks.

iv. Simulation will be done in NS-2.35 (Network Simulator).

v. Simulation will examine on MANET without black hole attack, MANET with 1 black hole node, MANET with 2 black hole nodes and MANET with 3 black hole nodes. And in each scenario will work on networks with 6 nodes, 20 nodes and 30 nodes separately.

vi. Simulation parameters will be obtained from authors of proposed solution (Arya and Jain, 2011, Ahmad et al., 2012).

vii. The measurements will be obtained using packet delivery ratio, packet loss percentage, average end-to-end delay and route request overhead.

1.7 The Significance of Study

Nowadays, there is an increasing need to preventing multiple black hole attacks due to the adverse effect they can have on their victims. Lots of work has been done on single black hole prevention using several techniques to achieve the same goal, but the question is if these techniques can be useful for multiple black hole attacks? This study evaluates the performance one of the most efficient of these techniques as regards to packet delivery ratio, packet loss percentage, average end-to-end delay and route request overhead for preventing of single black hole attack and multiple black hole attacks on MANET using AODV routing protocol by studying each of those metrics individually and will carry out by MANET performance with multiple black hole attacks under single black hole attack prevention solutions.
1.8 Organization of Report

The thesis consists of six chapters. Chapter one describes the introduction, background of the study, research objectives and questions, the scope of the study and its primary objectives. The second chapter reviews available and related literature on black hole attack detection. Chapter three describes the study methodology along with the appropriate framework for the study. Chapter four describes the effects of the single black hole and multiple black hole attacks on MANT performance. Chapter 5 discusses the implementation, result and analysis based on research framework. Finally, Chapter 6 concludes the thesis with a closing remark, recap of objectives, contribution and future work.
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